Brain Safety and You!
Playground Safety

Can you find the five (5) unsafe things on the playground?
Can you describe what is wrong with two of these pictures?
Can you circle the 3 pictures with unsafe people on this page?

**Answer Key for Road Trip**
1. Is unsafe because too many people are in the car and standing. Should be wearing their seatbelts
2. Is safe since he is wearing his seatbelt
3. Is unsafe because she is texting while driving and almost hits someone

**Answer Key for Playground Safety**
1: Is unsafe because he is standing on monkey bars
2: Is unsafe because he is only using one hand on the monkey bars
3: Is unsafe because he is going down the slide head-first
6: Is unsafe because they are playing with broken glass
7: is unsafe because she isn’t wearing her helmet

**Answer Key for Above**
1: Is unsafe because they are hanging from the tree and can easily get hurt
2: Is unsafe because he is falling from the latter and has no one to help hold the ladder
3: Is safe because she is wearing her helmet
4: Is unsafe because she is not wearing a helmet